Molas Lake Campground Individual Camp Site Descriptions
Please refer to our website (http://www.molaslake.com) for additional general information, general amenities,
and reservation rules and policies.

ADA‐Accessible
This extra‐large site is suitable for campers in an RV of up to 23 feet in length, tent campers, or pop‐up
campers. It includes a concrete surface with level, paved access to a clean vault‐style toilet. Guests may
be asked to show a disability parking permit. If this site is not available for your desired stay dates,
please Email Us or call 970‐946‐6570, and we will do our best to accommodate your accessibility needs.
Generators are not allowed in this site.

Lake‐View Ultra RV
The LAKE‐VIEW ULTRA RV campsites sit on a hill overlooking Molas Lake with spectacular views looking
east into the San Juan Mountains, and can accommodate motor homes, trailers, and fifth‐wheels of any
size. The start of the lake loop and Colorado Trail hiking trails are located directly behind these sites. All
3 URV sites are freshly graveled with a short dirt road leading to the sites.
Each site is outfitted with gravel parking and either a tent pad or all‐dirt surface, as well as a fire pit and
picnic table. URV‐1 has a large ponderosa pine located on it, URV‐2 & URV‐3 do not have trees.
URV sites are suitable for most RV's and have good morning sun. REASONABLY QUIET generators are
allowed in these sites from 8am‐8pm. There are only 3 of these sites (URV1, URV2, URV3), so they fill up
fast.
NOTE: RVs are parked on a bias/diagonal NOT parallel as depicted. THERE IS NO DUMP STATION ON‐
SITE. The closest dump station is 5 miles in Silverton.

Lake‐View SMALL RV (Under 20 Feet)
This site (Site # SRV1) is a smaller version of our Lake View RV sites. This one site sits on an isolated bluff
above Molas Lake and can accommodate a pop‐up camper or small RV less than 20 feet. SRV1 is also an
excellent tent camping site, located on a hill above Molas Lake with great views looking east into the San
Juan Mountains and a large ponderosa pine tree. The start of the lake loop and Colorado Trail hiking
trails are located directly behind SRV1. This site is freshly graveled with a short dirt road leading to it. It
has gravel parking with a tent pad, as well as a fire pit and picnic table. A REASONABLY QUIET generator
is allowed in this site from 8am‐8pm. There is only 1 site of this type, so it fills up fast.
NOTE: This area is also shared with the three other Lake View RV Sites that have no size limitation; this
particular site is on the end.

Standard RV (Rock Cliff Area)
These extra‐large sites sit within a unique geological formation; they are NOT "lake‐side" or "lake‐view"
sites. All of our standard RV sites can accommodate can accommodate motor homes, trailers, and fifth‐
wheels of any size, including the largest RV (minimum 30' x 50') and associated camp setup.
Although not ideal, they are also suitable for car/truck/SUV tent camping too. Each site is outfitted with
a gravel parking and tent pad or all‐dirt surface, as well as a fire pit and picnic table. Sites# 1, 2 & 3 have
lake views while Sites# 6‐8 have great mountain views. All sites are back‐in. REASONABLY QUIET
generators are allowed in these sites from 8am‐8pm. The campground map, showing the orientation of
these sites is available at www.molaslake.com/reservations.html.
Note: None of the camp sites at Molas Lake have electric or water hook‐up's although there are water
taps located next to the office you can use to fill up your water containers. RV's can fill up to 30 gallons
but no more. THERE IS NO DUMP STATION ON‐SITE. The closest dump station is 5 miles in Silverton.

Walk‐in Tent
These are ideal sites for tent campers who don't mind a 50‐ to 200‐foot walk from their shared parking
area. These sites are best for campers who pack light and don't mind being away from their car. Each
site features a graveled camping pad and can support at least one tent, as well as a fire pit and picnic
table. Generators are not allowed in these sites. The campground map, showing the orientation of
these sites is available at www.molaslake.com/reservations.html.

Premium Water View Small RV or Tent Campsite
Premium Water View small RV or tent campsites feature outstanding views of Molas Lake and are our
closest sites to the lake. There are 15 individual PREMIUM WATER VIEW SMALL RV/TENT campsites.
Each of these sites is outfitted with a gravel parking and tent pad or all‐dirt surface, as well as a fire pit
and picnic table. These sites are suitable for tents, pop‐up campers, and small RV's (motor homes under
23' or trailers under 17'). Generators are not allowed in these sites.
The campground map, showing the orientation of these is available at
www.molaslake.com/reservations.html.




Site# PW1 ‐ This lake front site is located on the North end of Molas Lake. It is graveled and suitable for RV's
and up to 20ft and pop‐up to 17ft. It is also a very nice site for one large wall tent or two smaller tents. Ideal for
fishing directly from camp. It has good morning sun and mountain views across the lake. Good site for kayaking
or paddle boards too.
Site# PW2 ‐ Located on the North end of the lake this site and is a smaller site with no trees, yet is located
directly on the water with great views. It is suitable for car/tent camping but not RV's. As with PW1 this site will
accommodate 1 large wall tent or 2 smaller tents. Ideal for fishing , SUPing or kayaking directly from camp. It
has good morning sun and mountain views.























Site# PW3 ‐ This water front site on the North end of the lake is suitable for RV's up to 23ft or pop‐up's to 17ft.
It also works well for car/tent camping. While there are no trees on this site it is graveled and ideal for those
wanting to fish right from their camp. It has good morning sun and mountain views. Good site for kayaking or
paddle boards too.
Site# PW4 ‐ While not directly on the lake PW4 is located on a knoll above the lake and is a bit more private
with a few trees, views of the lake to the south and mountains in all directions. It is suitable for RV's to 23ft and
pop‐up's to 17ft. It also works well for car/tent camping. It has a graveled parking area and space to set up
tents on or off the gravel pad. This site works great for small groups when combined with PW5; the knoll
overlooks the lake and would be all yours.
Site# PW5 ‐ While not directly on the lake PW5 sits on a knoll directly above it with views of the lake to the
south and mountains in all directions. It is suitable for RV's 23ft and pop‐up's to 17ft. It also works well for
car/tent camping although there are no flat areas to set tents up besides the graveled parking area. It has good
morning and evening sun. This site works great when combined with PW4; the knoll overlooks the lake and
would be all yours.
Site# PW6 ‐ This site sits just off the water front and has a few trees. It has a graveled parking area suitable for
RV'S 20ft and pop‐up's to 17ft. PW6 is also good for car/tent camping with room for one medium wall tent or
two smaller tents on the gravel pad. It has good morning sun and mountain views. It shares lake access with
site PW7 and could be combined with it for small groups.
Site# PW7 ‐ This site sits on the water just below its small graveled parking area. It has no trees but it's large
tent sites are on grass and have good sun all day long. Mountain views in all directions. Not ideal for RV's or
pop‐up's. Good site for fishing, kayaking or paddle boards. Shares lake access with PW6 and could be
combined with PW6 for small groups.
Site# PW8 ‐ This small site sits between two large trees and is right on the water with mountain views across
the lake to the south. Suitable for one medium size wall tent. While not ideal, you can fit an RV/ pop‐up or tear
drop camper up to 14ft in the dirt parking area. Great for truck campers. Good site for fishing, kayaking or
paddle boards. This can be combined with PW9 for a smaller group.
Site# PW9 ‐ This smaller site sits directly next to PW8 and right above the lake with trees on both sides and
mountain views across the lake to the south. Suitable for 1 large wall tent or two small tents you can also fit a
tear drop camper or 15 ft pop‐up camper in the dirt parking area. Good site for hammocks and fishing, kayaking
or paddle boards. This can be combined with PW8 for a smaller group.
Site# PW10 ‐ This nicely treed site sits above the lake and has mountain views to the west across the lake. Not
suitable for RV's or pop‐up's this site will accommodate one large wall tent or two medium size tents. Ideal for
fishing directly from camp. Good site for hammocks, kayaking or paddle boards. Site #16 can be combined
with PW10 for groups that want to be closer together; #16 is located directly across the road from PW10.
Site# PW11 ‐ A nicely treed site that sits above the lake with westerly mountain views/sunsets across the lake.
While not ideal, this site will accommodate one RV/pop‐up up to 14 ft above the tent site parallel to the road. It
is better suited or one large wall tent or two medium size tents. Good site for hammocks, fishing, kayaking or
paddle boards.
Site# PW12 ‐ This site sits atop a hill with mountain views in all directions and access to the lake just below the
tent sites. While not ideal for RV's/pop‐up's due to having to back into the space, those that are comfortable
backing in on top of a hill will love this site. It can accommodate small RV's, pop‐ups and trailers up to 15 ft.
Most tents will fit in this site and it shares lake access with PW13. This site works well for smaller and larger
groups when combined with PW13 and PW13b.
Site# PW13A ‐ This site sits close to the lake with mountain views across the lake to the west. It can
accommodate pop‐ups and trailers up to 15 ft. It is also suitable for one large wall tent and one medium tent.
Shares lake access with PW12. Good site for fishing, kayaking or paddle boards. This site works well for smaller
and larger groups when combined with PW12 and PW13b.





Site# PW13B ‐ This small site is suitable for 2 small tents or one four man tent and has parking for only one car
or truck. Located close to PW13 they could be combined for groups. This site is ideal for those that have
smaller tents and are lighter packers.
Site# PW14 ‐ This site overlooks the lake and has great views with space that can accommodate larger RVs up
to 23ft, trailers up to 17ft, and can fit all tent sizes. Located on a small hill close to PW4 and PW5. For a larger
group PW4, PW5 are great options when combined with PW14.

Small RV / Tent Sites
There are 29 individual SMALL RV/TENT campsites. Each site is outfitted with a gravel parking and tent
pad or all‐dirt surface, as well as a fire pit with cooking grill and picnic table. Each of these sites is
suitable for tents, pop‐up campers, and small RV's (motor homes under 23' or trailers under 17').
Generators are not allowed in these sites. The campground map, showing the orientation of these sites
and a document with brief descriptions of individual sites are available at
www.molaslake.com/reservations.html.



















Site# 1 ‐ Mid‐morning sun and mountain views to the west are featured in this graveled site and is the closest
site to the office/store and showers. It is suitable for RV's up to 23ft in length, pop‐up's up to 17ft or large tents.
You also have a lake view across the road.
Site# 2 ‐ This is our only pull through site. It is good for all RV's up to our maximum of 23 ft and pop‐up's up to
the maximum of 17ft. It's graveled area works well for all size tents too. The sun reaches you by mid morning
and you have mountain views to the west.
Site# 3 ‐ This smaller graveled site is suitable for one car/SUV and one medium size tent. Morning sun and
somewhat private. Great for truck campers and smaller pop‐ups with one vehicle.
Site# 4 ‐ Located next to a small grove of trees to the North‐East this site might not get the early sun but has
mountain views to the west and late evening sun . This graveled site fits RV's up to 23ft., pop‐up trailers up to
17ft or tents of all sizes.
Site# 5 ‐ Located in a small grove of trees this site gets late sun with mountain views to the north west. There
are a couple steps down from the graveled parking area to the open area/tent sites. Fits RV's /pop‐up trailers
up to 15ft. and all size tents.
Site# 6 ‐ This lightly treed site gets early morning sun and has mountain views to the north and east. It has a
large graveled parking area that accommodates vehicles up to 23ft (17ft trailers/pop‐up's) or 2 SUV/trucks and
a large wall tent or 2 med/sm. tents.
Site# 7 ‐ This open graveled site accommodates the largest RV's we allow in the Small RV/Tent sites, 23 ft. or
17ft pop‐up trailers. There is all day sun and ample room for two large tents either on the gravel or located just
off the gravel to the north.
Site# 8 ‐ This open graveled site accommodates the largest RV's we allow in the Small RV/Tent sites, 23 ft. or
17ft pop‐up trailers. There is all day sun and ample room for two large tents either on the gravel or located just
off the gravel to the north and east.
Sites# 6,7, & 8 can also be reserved as part of our "large group" site at the regular per site rate.
Site# 9 ‐ Located in a small grove of trees this all dirt site offers great camping for one large wall tent and one
medium size tent. It can also accommodate a small pop‐up or tear drop trailer. When combined with site #10
they make a great small group site.
Site# 10 ‐ Located in a small grove of trees this all dirt site offers great camping for one large wall tent or tow
medium size tents. When combined with site #9 and or #11 it makes a great small group site. Good for truck
and SUV camping and small pop‐up's or RV's up to 15ft.































Site# 11 ‐ This mixed surface site has a graveled area that can a fit 2 cars/trucks or one 15ft pop‐up or tear drop
camp trailer and its tow vehicle. It's dirt tent sites will accommodate 2 small size tents or one large wall tent.
When combined with site 10 and 9 they make a nice group site.
Site# 12 ‐ This all dirt site is in the trees and will work well for those car/SUV camping or those bringing a pop‐
up or teardrop camp trailer up to 17ft. It also works well for one large wall tent or two medium size tent. It does
have views of the lake too.
Site# 13 ‐ This mixed gravel/dirt site has a couple trees but is mostly open. It has a nice open space behind the
small graveled tent site and can accommodate RV's up to 23ft and pop‐up's/trailers as large as 17ft. on the dirt
parking area.
Site# 14 ‐ This mixed gravel/dirt site is located on the edge of a grove of trees and can handle one large wall
tent and a medium size tent. It also will work for one 23ft RV or a 17ft. pop‐up/tear drop camper and it's tow
vehicle. Combined with site #15 it makes a nice small group site.
Site# 15 ‐ This somewhat private site is located in a grove of trees. It is most suited for tent camping but could
also work for a small camper trailer although the graveled parking spot can be a bit difficult to back into.
Combined with site #14 it makes a nice small group site.
Site# 16 ‐ This nice graveled site is located in the trees directly across from PW 10 and can be used in
conjunction with it as a small group site. It is most suitable for car/SUV camping and can accommodate one
large wall tent or two smaller tents.
Site# 17 ‐ This nice dirt site is located in a small open area in the trees. It would work well for car/SUV/tent
camping but could also work with pop‐up's/trailers up to 17ft. and RV's up to 23ft.
Site# 17B ‐ This small site is only suitable for 1 car/SUV/truck and one medium to small size tent. It backs up to
sites 16 and 17 so they could be used in conjunction for small groups.
Site# 18A ‐ This secluded dirt site sits up a short rocky road on the edge of a grove of trees. The road is not
suitable for RV's. It would be best for car/truck/SUV tent camping although you could take a SMALL pop‐up or
camp trailer to it. This site sits across from 18B. They could be used well together as a small group site
Site# 18B ‐ This site sites across from 18A and at the top of a short rocky hill not suitable for RV's. They work
well together as a small group site. It sites in the open on the edge of a grove of trees. It is best suited for
car/truck/SUV tent camping although you could take a SMALL pop‐up or camp trailer to it.
Site# 19 ‐ This nicely treed site is most suitable for most tent sizes with parking for 2 cars/trucks.
Site# 20A ‐ Nice somewhat private site with morning sun and room for large wall tents or a pop‐up camper.
Sits at the top of a short steep road not suitable for most RV's. When combined with 20B it works well for
groups.
Site# 20B ‐ Located next to 20A this site is suitable for large wall tents or a pop‐up camper. When combined
with 20A it works well for groups. The site sits in the open with no trees and has small hills on three sides and
amazing mountain views with morning sun. Sits at the top of a short steep road not suitable for most RV's.
Site# 21 ‐ A large treed site with room for RV's up to 23ft and pop‐up's up to 17ft. or 2 large tents and 2
cars/SUVs'. Could be combined with sites 22‐24 for large groups.
Site# 22 ‐ A small site located close to sites 21‐24. Suitable for one medium size tent and 1 car/SUV.
Site# 23 ‐ A somewhat open site located near sites 21, 22 & 24 it is suitable for car/truck camping with large
tents or an RV, tear drop/pop‐up camper up to 17ft.
Site# 24 ‐ Located near sites 21‐23 this is good for those with cars/trucks who are using medium to small tents.
Could also work well for a small pop‐up or tear drop style camper (15ft.)
Sites 21‐24 can be combined to accommodate large groups.
Site# 25 ‐ Located on a small pull‐in this private site sits in the open with a small pond on one side and the lake
just across the road. Suitable for smaller RV's and pop‐up or tear drop type camp trailers up to 17ft. it also
works well for one car/truck with one medium size tent.



Site# 26 ‐ This large site accommodates all size tents and most vehicles. Unfortunately to get to this site there is
a hill with a sharp crest that will hang up larger RV's and camp trailers.

